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I

I Our experiment focuses on the spin structure of the neutron. To
better understand this spin content, we probe the nucleon using a
high energy longitudinally polarized electron beam focused on a
polarized 3He target. Since the two proton spins in 3He will couple
to s = 0, the remaining neutron spin is aligned along the direction
of the polarization, making 3He effectively a neutron target. The
electrons will then interact with the neutrons in the target via the
exchange of a virtual photon, which probes inside the neutron:
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I This exchange gives access to the spin structure functions g1 and g2.
These structure funtions may be accessed due to having a
polarized beam and two different polarizations of the target

I g2 contains information concerning quark-gluon correlations via
the imaginary part of the process:

I This is a t-channel helicity exchange process, composed of two
parts:

I dn
2 is written as the second moment of a linear combination of g1

and g2:
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I Analogy to a polarized atom in an external electric field
I Inside the polarized nucleon, the quark spins line up along the

direction of polarization corresponding to a quark current
characterized by the exchange of gluons. When the incoming
electrons interact with one of the quarks, it gains energy and tries
to move. It feels a ‘force’ due to the other two quarks (and their
associated gluons). This ‘force’ due to the unaffected constituents
is precisely what we call the response of the color field
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I In terms of the electric (χE) and magnetic (χB) ‘polarizabilities’:
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I In order to determine dn
2 experimentally, we measure the unpolarized

cross section (σ0) and the parallel
(

A‖
)

and perpendicular (A⊥)

asymmetries. From these measurements, we determine the value of dn
2

through the relation1:
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I Kinematic range covered during the experiment:
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Figure 2.4: Kinematic range for the measurement at a constant energy and angle. The bands
represents the horizontal angular acceptance of the BigBite spectrometer. Each band is split
into bins associated with the 10 L-HRS spectrometer momentum settings used at each beam
energy.

2.3.1 Experimental Configuration

Kinematics

BigBite’s mode of operation is such that a single magnetic field setting will cover the entire
kinematic range at each beam energy. The Left HRS central momentum will be stepped
across the same kinematic range to measure the absolute cross section as a function of x.
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 present the kinematic bins and anticipated signal rates. Figure 2.4 plots
the kinematic coverage over x and Q2.

The Polarized Beam

Our rate calculations assume that the achievable beam polarization at CEBAF is 75% with
a current of 15µA although 80% electron beam polarization has been delivered on a regular
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I Two sets of Helmholtz coils provide the magnetic field necessary for
maintining the polarization of the 3He nuclei

I The pumping chamber sits just above the target chamber filled with
vaporized Rubidium, necessary for polarizing the target

I Rubidium gas is optically pumped with circularly polarized light in
order to polarize the electrons, then the Rubidium electrons interact with
the 3He nuclei and transfer their spin to the nuclei via collision mixing2
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I Three sets of Multiwire Drift Chambers (MWDC) to track the particle trajectories
I A gas Cerenkov counter and a double layer lead glass calorimeter for pion rejection
I A set of scintillators for triggering on charged particles

I Measures parallel
(

A‖
)

and perpendicular (A⊥) asymmetries

L-H R S

I Two Vertical Drift Chambers (VDC) for measurement of momentum and production
(scattering) angle

I A gas Cerenkov counter and a double layer lead glass calorimeter for pion rejection
I A set of scintillators for triggering on charged particles
I Measures the absolute cross section (σ0)
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I Calibrations for elastic (1-pass) data, p = 1.0 GeV/c
I LHRS Gas Cerenkov 1 photoelectron peak alignment and average photoelectron yield:

Mirror 1 p.e. np.e. # p.e.
1 196.8 967.3 4.45
2 198.6 715.3 3.48
3 198.4 1335 6.73
4 197.8 1344 6.75
5 198.5 1154 5.83
6 199.7 1184 5.93
7 199.5 1212 6.08
8 198.6 1225 6.17
9 194.9 1072 5.50
10 196.7 1010 5.13

I Pion Rejector E/p calibration:

P R

I Bag and soliton model calculations yield a value consistent with
Lattice QCD. Current experimental values are approximately two
standard deviations away from these predictions1.

I In previous experiments, large error bars affect the overall sign of
dn

2. Therefore, the sign and magnitude of the neutron d2 is
unclear1.

I The high precision of this experiment will provide for a more
difinitive statement regarding the overall value of dn

2.
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